Challenges
Collecting, editing and reporting PBJ data each quarter is tedious, especially with your Five Star staffing rating on the line.
- Disparate data from multiple sources
- Manual reporting is often inaccurate
- Reporting comes too late to change staffing

Solution
Protect Your Five-Star Staffing Rating with Minimal Effort and Cost
- Control accuracy of data through consolidated reviews and onscreen editing.
- Stay audit-ready with dynamic internal review capabilities and RN/CNA coverage alerts.
- Predict acuity-based staffing star for next quarter when you submit previous quarter’s report.
- Proactively adjust next quarter’s labor based on forecasting.
- Get alerts when MDS discharge assessment is missing to assure CMS has correct stay data.
Staffing Star Prediction Based on PBJ, Acuity and Census

PBJ Report Editing

primeVIEW with PBJ
Meeting your deadline has never been easier.